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Justification 
 
This course examines the development and evolution of Cuban diasporic film while teaching students 
how to assess it in its historical and cultural context. The course will broaden our offerings in two 
increasingly popular areas: Cuban culture and film studies. Although our Spanish program claims to have 
a specific emphasis on Caribbean literature and culture, our present course offerings do not reflect our 
majors' growing interest in Cuban topics. The only other course on Cuban cinema in our catalog 
(SPW3392 Cuban Culture Through Cinema) has proven to be incredibly popular, attracting students from 
many disciplines at FIU, non-degree seeking students, students from other local colleges, and even out-of-
state students (when offered fully online). Unlike SPW3392, which concentrates on films made on the 
island, this new course will examine the prolific and increasingly diversified work of Cuban-born 
filmmakers working outside of Cuba. 
 
 

SPN 4XXX 
The Films of the Cuban Diaspora 

Dr. Santiago Juan-Navarro 
Department of Modern Languages 

E-mail: navarros@fiu.edu 
 
Course Description and Purpose 
 
The increasing displacement of Cuban filmmakers for more than six decades reflects the reality 
of 1.4 million Cubans. It is estimated that more than 16% of the Cuban population resides 
outside the country. This significant part of the "nation" is deeply woven into the history of a 
"Cuba" without geographical frontiers. Film professionals have not been an exception to this 
reality. Cuban film production abroad is vast and exceeds in quantity, quality, and diversity the 
institutional cinema made on the island.  
 
Drawing on resources from the public digital humanities project I co-direct with Cuban 
American filmmaker Eliecer Jimenez Almeida (Cuban Diaspora Film Archive, or CDfA), this 
course will introduce students to films by Cuban-born directors who have produced their work 
outside of Cuba. Although the majority of the first diasporic filmmakers settled down in Miami 
and had an obsessive anti-Castro worldview, subsequent migration waves have opened up their 
film repertoire and are increasingly heterogeneous in their approaches to their native land. This 
course will address all these perspectives as well as the common ground shared between young 
Cuban American filmmakers and the newest generations of cineastes emerging in Cuba. 
 
Course Objectives 
 
CO1 Develop an understanding of the history and evolution of diasporic Cuban cinema 
CO2 Discuss and analyze key points associated with diasporic Cuban films within the context of the 
social, political, and aesthetic settings in which they were produced. 
CO3 Identify major traits of Cubanness within and outside of Cuba  
CO4 Create original critical written analyses of diasporic Cuban films based on original and secondary 
sources 
 
 
 



Learning Outcomes 
 
By the end of this course, students will be able to demonstrate: 
 
LO1 an understanding of the different generations of diasporic Cuban filmmakers and of how each dealt 
with exilic assimilation 
LO2 the ability to construct clear and coherent arguments about cinematic representations of Cuban 
migration and exile  
LO3 a competency in discussing the ways in which film is influenced and shaped by individuals, 
movements, institutions, and technologies with local, national, transnational and global dimensions. 
LO4 competency in employing theoretical and disciplinary tools in the analysis and assessment of film 
and filmic images 
 
Key skills used and developed by the course will be critical reading and thinking; analysis and argument; 
participation in and leadership of class discussions through Discussion Forums; Powerpoint presentation 
of critical reactions to key cultural sources related to films; independently planning, researching, and 
writing a specific topical study. 
 
Grade Distribution 
 
Film Reviews   30% 
Discussion Forum  15% 
Quizzes    10% 
Group Project Presentation 15% 
Final Paper      30% 
 
Major Assignments 
 
Students will be required to produced 6 film reviews, a Powerpoint presentation, and a final research 
paper, as well as to engage into discussions with classmates via the course´s discussion board. 2 Quizzes 
will test student knowledge of both the history of Cuban diasporic cinema and its transnational 
expressions. 
 
Course Prerequisites 
 
Spanish Advanced Proficiency 
 
Textbook and Course Materials 
 
This course does not require any textbook. All required (Open Source) materials will be accessible 
through the course website in Canvas as well as through the web portal of the Cuban Diaspora Film 
Archive (CDfA) 
 
Modules and Learning Objectives 
 
Module 1: Introduction 

• MLOs:  
o Examine the concepts of Nation, Diaspora, and Identity in the Cuban context 
o Analyze expressions of Cubanness in a transnational world 

• Instructional Materials 
o Reading: Garrett´s “Cubanness Within and Outside of Cuba” and Reyes´ “El cine como 



patria soñada” 
o Video: Interview with Cuban film critic Juan Antonio García Borrero 

• Assignment: Discussion Forum (DF) about the topics discussed in the module   
 
Module 2: Early Cuban American productions 

• MLOs:  
o Discuss the nostalgic view of the first Cuban exile films 
o Analyze the propaganda component in those films 

• Instrucional Materials: 
o Films: Manolo Alonso´s La Cuba de Ayer (1963) and Manuel de la Pedrosa´s Cuba, 

Satélite 13 (1963) 
o Reading: Vincenot´s  “Le mythe du paradis perdu dans La Cuba de ayer” 
o Video: Interview with film producer Eduardo Palmer 

• Assignment:  
o DF about La Cuba de Ayer AND Cuba, Satélite 13 
o Film review of either La Cuba de Ayer OR Cuba, Satélite 13 

 
Module 3: The tragic discourse of the first generation of Cuban exiles  

• MLOs:  
o Study how exiled Cuban filmmakers articulate and attempt to contain the traumas of exile 

by denouncing the history of their departures 
o Analyze the way they symbolically reconstruct the “lost” home in a new imagined 

community 
• Instrucional Materials: 

o Films: Camilo Vila’s Los gusanos (1977) and Orlando Jimenez Leal’s La Otra Cuba 
(1983) 

o Reading: Vincenot´s “¿Qué fue del Viejo cine cubano?” 
o Video: Interview with film critic Alejandro Ríos 

• Assignment:  
o DF about Los gusanos AND La Otra Cuba 
o Film review of either Los gusanos OR La Otra Cuba 

 
Module 4: The First Fiction Film 

• MLOs:  
o Identify and discuss the melancholy appraisal of the exile condition in the first fiction 

film produced outside of Cuba 
• Instrucional Materials: 

o Film: Leon Ichaso and Orlando Jimenez Leal´s El Súper (1979) 
o Reading: Vicenot’s article “Filmer l’exil cubain dans El Súper” 
o Video: Interview with film critic Emmanuel Vincenot 

• Assignment:  
o DF about El Súper 
o Film review of El Súper 

 
Module 5: The Second Generation. The Crossover Experience.  

• MLOs:  
o Examine the work of born-in Cuban filmmakers trained in the U.S. and dealing with 

exilic assimilation 
• Instrucional Materials: 

o Films: León Ichaso´s Crossover Dreams (1985) and excerpts from outstanding film by 



Miñuca Villaverde, Iván Acosta, and Orestes Matacena 
o Reading: Evora´s “León Ichaso: Dinero para cine vs. Cine para dinero” 
o Video: Interview with playwright, documentalist, composer and film and theater director 

Iván Acosta 
• Assignment:  

o DF about Crossover Dreams 
o Film review of Crossover Dreams 

 
Module 6: Denunciation Exile Documentaries 

• MLOs:  
o Assess the impact of denunciation exile documentaries on European intellectuals 
o Explore how the repression against homosexuals and political dissidents in Cuba is 

represented in diasporic cinema 
• Instrucional Materials: 

o Films: Orlando Jiménez Leal´s and Néstor Almendros´ Conducta Impropia (1984), and 
Jorge Ulla´s and Néstor Almendros´ Nadie escucha (1988) 

o Reading: Archivo Rialta’s “Las polémicas sobre Conducta impropia (1983-1985)” 
o Video: Interview with Orlando Jiménez Leal 

• Assignment:  
o DF about Conducta Impropia 
o Film review of Conducta Impropia 

 
Module 5: The Third Generation.  The Digital Revolution and the Democratization of Filmmaking.  

• MLOs: 
o Evaluate the importance of video and digital technology in the democratization of 

filmmaking 
o Assess the Role of the Muestra Joven (2000-2020), the International School of Film and 

TV, and the University of the Arts (ISA) in Cuba 
• Instrucional Materials:  

o Film: Humberto Padrón, Vídeo de Familia (2001) 
o Reading: Reyes’ “El enigma de Video de familia (20 años después)” 
o Video: Interview with Humberto Padrón 

• Assignment:  
o DF about Vídeo de Familia 
o Film review of Vídeo de Familia  
o Quiz on the first 5 modules  

 
Module 6: The Experience of the Diasporic Women Filmmakers 

• MLOs: 
o Analyze the contribution of Cuban women filmmakers in the Diaspora 

• Instrucional Materials:  
o Film: Heidi Hassan, La otra isla (2014) and excerpts from films by Diana Montero, 

Adriana Bosch, and Ana Alpízar 
o Reading: Dieguez´s “Prologo” a Con la mirada inquieta. 
o Video: Interview with Heidi Hassan 

• Assignment:  
o DF about La otra isla 
o Film review of one of the films included in the module 

 
Module 7: The Boom of Cuban Diasporic Cinema in Miami 



• MLOs:  
o Assess the role of Miami as the main production center of Cuban diasporic cinema 

• Instrucional Materials:  
o Films: Eliecer Jiménez Almeida´s Veritas (2021) and Lilo Vilaplana´s Plantados (2021) 
o Video: Interview with Eliecer Jiménez Almeida 

• Assignment:  
o DF about Veritas AND Plantados 
o Film review of Veritas OR Plantados 

 
Module 8: The Boom of Cuban Diasporic Cinema in Latin America 

• MLOs:  
o Assess the role of Latin American countries (and especially of Mexico) in the production 

of “alternative” diasporic filmmaking 
• Instructional materials:  

o Film: Aram Vidal, El pez azul (2017)  
o Video: Interview with Aram Vidal 

• Assignment:  
o DF about El pez azul 
o Film review of El pez azul 

 
Module 9: The Boom of Cuban Diasporic Cinema in Europe 

• MLOs:  
o Assess the role of European countries (and especially of Spain) in the production of 

“alternative” diasporic filmmaking 
• Instructional materials: 

o Films: Rolando Díaz, Cercanía (2004), excerpts of films by Ricardo Vega and Yimit 
Ramírez 

o Video: Interview with Rolando Díaz 
• Assignment:  

o DF about Cercanía 
o Film review of Cercanía 

 
Module 10: Points of Encounter between Cuban Diasporic Cinema and Independent Filmmaking in 
Cuba 

• MLOs:  
o Compare the current films produced in the diaspora with the work of the independent 

Cuban filmmakers 
• Instructional materials:  

o Films: Miguel Coyula, Corazón azul (2021) and Eliecer Jiménez, Havana Stories (2023) 
o Video: Interview with Miguel Coyula 

• Assignment:  
o DF about Havana Stories AND Corazón azul 
o Comparative film review of Havana Stories AND Corazón azul 

 
Module 11: Postnational Diasporic Cinema 

• MLOs: 
o Analyze the work of diasporic Cuban directors who have made films abroad on topics 

unrelated to Cuba 
o Discuss the role of recent film productions in a transnational context. 

• Instructional materials: 



o Films: Carlos Quintela, Los lobos del este (2017) 
• Assignment:  

o DF about Los lobos del este 
o Film review of Quintela’s Los lobos del este 
o Quiz on Modules 6 through 11 

 
 
Module 12: Group Project Presentation 

• MLOs:  
o Discuss, synthesize and analyze key points associated with diasporic Cuban films within 

the context in which they were produced  
o Analyze and evaluate films using primary and secondary sources  
o Access and use reliable printed and electronic learning resources 

• Instructional materials: films, filmmakers database, video interviews, and articles hosted at the 
Cuban Diaspora Film Archive (CDfA) + video tutorial about how to create effective presentations 

• Assignment: Group project presentation 
 
 
Module 13: Final Paper 

• MLOs: 
o Analyze some of the most important films of the Cuban Diaspora 
o Discuss, synthesize and analyze key points associated with Cuban films within the 

context of the social, political, and economic settings in which they were produced  
o Access and use reliable printed and electronic learning resources (CLO6) 

• Instructional materials: films, filmmakers database, video interviews, and articles hosted at the 
Cuban Diaspora Film Archive (CDfA) + video tutorial on how to write effective research papers 
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